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CELL ACTIVE

Q10 - GRANULATES

COENZYME Q10 - UBICHINONE

is found in all our cells, wether nerve cells, muscle cells, skin or heart cells
THERE IN NO LIFE WITHOUT Q10!
it is converted in the body to its active form „UBICHINOL“.
it is a fat soluble coenzyme that must be changed into a water soluble state, in
order for it to be absorbed optimally by the body!
coenzyme means that it performs helper function for the enzymes. Enzymes
accelerate biological processes and are of great importance for the metabolism.
For an enzyme to do it‘s job it requires the coenzyme Q10.
Q10 acts as a cell protection factor. It makes aggressive oxygen
radicals -biproducts of energy production- harmless.
Q10 also regulates energy metabolism by activating relevant genes and supports
metabolic functions by stabilizing the cell membranes.
coenzym Q10 improves the immune system of cells. Without Q10 the energy
production in the mitochondria would not be possible. Each cell houses more
than 500 mitochondria which, due to their complex metabolism, are responsible
for any cell communication, either inside or outside the cells.
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FACTORS which may promote an increased need for COENZYME Q10:
stress
strong physical exercises
high alcohol consumption
infections
heart weakness
muscular atrophy
underactive thyroid
diabetes
alzheimer‘s
parkinson
drug intake of statins, anti-depressants or beta blockers

IMPORTANT!
UNIQ10UE Q10-GRANULATES
are body ident, of natural decent, made from yeast fermentation and
chromatographically cleaned for the best quality and highest purity.
are, of course, water soluble in the sublingual granulate formulation.
The water solubility guarantees improved bioavailability due to the
immediate absorption via the oral mucosa. Sublingually ingested
substances go directly into the bloodstream without loss of active
ingredients.

For Q10 products taken as tablets or capsules it is completely diﬀerent.
These are only absorbed after digestion and have to pass through the liver where
the active Q10 is partially digested.
A large lost is not preventable.
they are in high quality form:

vegetarian
lactose-free
gluten free
gelantin free
GMO-free
without colorants
without preservatives
without ﬂavourings

our granulates are put in UV protected, opaque containers.
we only supply FRESH PRODUCTS!
all our granulates are durable for 2 years.
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SKIN forte Q10 Granulate
for SKIN IMPROVEMENT - ﬁrm + healthy skin

MAXIMUM Q10 Granulate
to ENHANCE the IMMUNE SYSTEM /

overall HEALTH

Q10 and NAD+

Granulate

MORE in ENERGY for BODY + BRAIN

SKIN forte Q10 Granulate
for SKIN IMPROVEMENT - ﬁrm + healthy skin

for every skin type
for all ages
for each woman and man
chromatographed for highest purity
naturally water soluble
100% natural
100% body ident
100% bioavailable
100% cell energy
70mg pure Q10 / day
60 daily doses / 22gr

Application:
Let 1 spoon SKIN forte melt on your
tongue every day.

Article 9922
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promotes cell communication / the information system along
the cell walls = protection against cancer cells!
slows the formation of wrinkles

POSITIVE IMPACT on
Acne
Wrinkles
Sun sensitivity
Vitiligo / white spots
Wound healing
Scarring

Q10 GRANULATE

energyboost for the skin cell
strengthens the connecting tissue
increases skin elasticity
stabilizes the cell membranes
stimulates cell division and renewal
promotes intracellular metabolism
keeps the eon channels of the cell walls elastic
defuses free radicals
stimulates cell regeneration and vitamine E

SKIN forte

for TIGHT / YOUNG / HEALTHY SKIN

Q10 GRANULATE

SKIN forte

CELL FITNESS CELL REPAIR SKIN forte

optimal skin care before and after
plastic surgery

CELL ACTIVE

...for perfect looking / healthy skin

energyboost for all skin cells in all skin layers by
oral intake + external application
strengthens the skin‘s immune system against viruses-bacteria-fungi

accelerates wound healing
reduces scarring
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EPIDERMIS

DERMIS +
SUBCUTIS

cell active Q10

MAXIMUM Q10 Granulate
to ENHANCE the IMMUNE SYSTEM /

overall HEALTH

for every skin type
for all ages
for each woman and man
chromatographed for highest purity
naturally water soluble
100% natural
100% body ident
100% bioavailable
100% cell energy
100mg pure Q10 / day
60 daily doses / 28gr

Application:
Let 1 spoon MAXIMUM melt on your
tongue every day.

Article 9944
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improves the immune function
boosts athletic performance
maintains optimal body pH
prevents loss of muscle strength
protects against skin changes
helps with fatigue
regenerates vitamin E + C
improves human fertility
intensiﬁes fat burning
powerful antioxidant / slows down ageing
increases the permeability of cell walls
protects the gums
strengthens the nerves / the communication of nerve cells
strengthens the heart
lowers high blood pressure
helps the liver detoxify and regenerate
ensures the energy supply of the body‘s cells
improves high cholesterol
relieves headaches
lowers cancer risk / cancer prevention

Q10 GRANULATE

overall HEALTH

MAXIMUM

to ENHANCE the IMMUNE SYSTEM /

COENZYME 1 - NAD+
NAD(H) = Nicotinamid-adenin-dinukleotid (Hydrogen) is also known as coenzyme 1.
It is present in all cells of the body. It is a biological hydrogen.
NAD(H) reacts in every cell with the oxygen that we absorb by breathing. This results
in the universal energy molecule ATP and water; NAD(H) + O2 = ATP + H2O.
NAD(H) is the main carrier of electrons in the oxidation of molecules that produce
energy in cells. As an antioxidant NAD(H) is capable to regenerate other antioxidants
...i.e. coenzyme Q10.
NAD(H) is the bottleneck in energy production. The more NAD(H) together with Q10
are present the more energy is generated.
NAD is the oxidized form, NADH the reduced form of the coenzyme 1.
Coenzyme 1 is part of several 1000 redox reactions happening in cells. It‘s main task
is to absorb the hydrogen released during an enzymatic reaction. Every molecule
coenzyme 1 is constantly converting from oxidized to reduced and back to oxidized.
During glycolysis NAD+ is converted to NADH; in the respiratory chain NADH provides
the hydrogen needed for the energy production and thus becomes NAD+ again.
In the case of oral intake it is irrelevant whether the body gets NAD+ or NAD(H) ,
only the absorbability matters. Best absorption is guaranteed by a sublingual product
which allows the oral mucosa to intake the active ingredient.
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NAD+ strengthens youthful functions in the body. This coenzyme 1, which exists
in every cell, is in more than 1000 processes involved in metabolism.
here are the most important ones:
increases energy levels in all cells
repairs damaged DNA
boosts the immune system
reduces cholesterol
lowers blood pressure
increases dopamine / the happiness hormone
increases serotonin / an important cell manager
improves blood circulation
relieves pain
reduces fatigue
provides for best function of the nervous system
in the function as coenzyme the NAD+ ensures that sugars, proteins and fats
are converted into energy. This highly useful form of energy is also known as
electrons. NAD+ as a biochemical carrier of electrons is the most important
substance to increase growth and functionality of the mitochondria.
NAD+ activates the „longevity genes“ that control the ageing process.
.
a randomized, double blind and placebo controlled study about the eﬀects
when 100mg Q10 plus 20mg NAD+ are taken daily
- resulted in:
almost twice the amount of energy!
more than 50% increased metabolism!
almost 50% less damage done by free radicals!

for every skin type
for all ages
for each woman and man
chromatographed for highest purity
naturally water soluble
100% natural
100% body ident
100% bioavailable
100% cell energy
1000mg pure Q10 + 20mg pure NAD+/ day
60 daily doses / 30gr

Application:
Let 1 spoon Q10 and NAD+ melt on your
tongue every day.

GRANULATE

Article 9911
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Granulate

MORE in ENERGY for BODY + BRAIN

and

Q10 NAD+

Q10 and NAD+

.com

NAD+ enhances the eﬀect of Q10
together they provide energy extremely fast and stregthen the
metabolism
they actively support more than 1000 metabolic functions
both are extremely powerful antioxidants

GRANULATE

NAD+ regenerates Q10
repaires damaged DNA
increases brain power + ability to concentrate for young and old
helps with jet lag
stimulates man + woman
relieves menopausal symptoms
helps with cell- and membrane damages
helps with liver damage
guards against stroke and dementia
helps with chronic fatigue CFS
helps with depression
helps ﬁght late eﬀects in diabetes
helps with multiple Sclerosis MS

and

Q10 and NAD+ GRANULATE:

Q10 NAD+

MORE in ENERGY for BODY + BRAIN
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info@uniq10ue.com
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